Absence of central nervous system and hypothermic effects after single oral administration of high doses of oseltamivir in the rat.
Oseltamivir is widely used for the treatment and prophylaxis of influenza. Renewed interest in the central nervous system (CNS) tolerability profile of oseltamivir has been triggered by the reports of neuropsychiatric adverse events in patients with influenza. In addition, a recent pre-clinical study in rodents suggested a hypothermic effect of oseltamivir. The current studies investigated the CNS effects, body temperature effect and toxicokinetic profile of oseltamivir in rats. The CNS/temperature study included three groups receiving oseltamivir (500, 763 and 1000 mg/kg free base by oral gavage), one vehicle/control group and one reference group (D-amphetamine, 10 mg/kg). CNS parameters (behaviour, motor activity and co-ordination and sensory/motor reflex responses) and rectal temperature were measured at baseline and at five intervals until 8 hr after dosing. In the toxicokinetic study, rats received oseltamivir by oral gavage at 763 or 1000 mg/kg free base. Plasma, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and perfused brain concentrations of oseltamivir and its active metabolite, oseltamivir carboxylate (OC), were measured until 8 hr after dosing. Median scores for CNS parameters were similar in controls and animals receiving oseltamivir at all time points. Oseltamivir had no physiologically relevant effect on body temperature, but induced a short-lived and small dose-independent decrease in temperature in all active treatment groups at 1 hr after dosing only. Plasma concentrations of OC were higher than of oseltamivir, but the reverse was true in CSF and brain. CNS penetration was low for both moieties. In rats, oseltamivir at supratherapeutic doses up to 1000 mg/kg free base did not exert any effects on CNS function or hypothermic effects and led to limited CNS exposure, resulting in large safety margins.